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\begin{abstract}
To date, surveillance based person search has focused on locating a person of interest from an image query, distinct from the law enforcement task of locating a person from a description. In this paper, we introduce a novel probabilistic framework that combines multiple traits whilst incorporating their uncertainty to tackle the emerging challenge: locating a person from a semantic query. In addressing this, we improve clothing texture recognition by leveraging Dempster-Shafer theory against an ensemble of support vector machines; achieving state-of-the-art performance for high and low resolution clothing textures.

Our proposed person search framework combines information from clothing texture and colour in the torso and leg regions to produce a probabilistic match between unknown subjects and the designated target query. Results are presented on a newly created 520 subject surveillance dataset which is made available to researchers. This multi-modal person search technique achieves promising results for locating target subjects, without the requirement of pre-search target enrollment.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction

In surveillance and security applications it is often necessary to search for and locate a subject of interest from a textually supplied subject description. At present, searches using these forms of queries are predominantly performed manually and often ineffectively, via physical searching of a premise or watching countless hours of video footage.

While the use of semantic descriptions for person search has become more prevalent in recent research \cite{14,8}, enrollment-based re-identification methods continue to dominate the research \cite{7,10,6,1}. These methods exclude however, instances where the subject has not previously been located and enrolled from the footage. The ability to transfer a human describable query into a genuine image/video search would be invaluable to multiple domains and applications including query-based image retrieval, clothing fashion recognition, post-event video analysis, and surveillance and security.

In search tasks based on soft biometrics \cite{15,26}, clothing attributes are a commonly used search due in part to their dominance of an individuals outward appearance (see Fig. 1), leading to the ease in which it can be detected, and relevant information extracted by a human operator. The common use of these traits becomes further evident when viewing offender description forms,\footnote{https://www.ems.edu.au/images/pdf/Offender-Identification-Form-V-1.02.pdf} where it should be noted that the possible trait descriptors are constrained to a subset of those humanly describable.

In this paper we introduce a new method for locating individuals of interest in surveillance based images from the following subset of soft biometric descriptors: clothing colour, and clothing pattern. The proposed approach utilises a multi stage classification technique where textually supplied target queries (i.e. torso clothing colour, leg clothing colour, torso texture, leg texture) are used as search parameters. Each of the modalities, in the supplied textual query, are constrained to a subset of those humanly describable, similar to that seen on a offender description form. We then combine clothing colour and texture; recognised using a pixel-wise Gaussian mixture model (GMM) classification technique and a novel approach utilising an ensemble of support vector machine (SVM) classifiers respectively. Finally, the individual modality scores are fused using the independent method of combination contained in
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Dempster-Shafer theory (DST). This method of trait fusion creates a probabilistic output, providing a probabilistic score to the initial target query.

Performance of the proposed texture descriptor is evaluated on high and low resolution images and compared to the state-of-the-art, where we achieve new state-of-the-art results at both resolutions. Evaluation of the person search framework is completed on a newly created surveillance dataset. To the best of our knowledge, evaluation from semantic descriptions achieves state-of-the-art performance in this challenging domain.

Our novel contributions in this paper are as follows:

- Clothing texture classification in both high and low resolution domains using four hand selected features. Classification is performed using an ensemble of SVMs with DST classifiers.
- Novel calculation of the uncertainty term contained in the DST classifiers is used to discriminate against poor performing models (low cross validation accuracy), and non distinct classification results. Feature fusion incorporates the use of the DST method of independent combination to produce state-of-the-art results.
- Inclusion of the clothing texture classification technique into a surveillance framework, evaluated on a newly created dataset consisting of 520 subjects with full pixel-wise annotation for coarse body regions. This dataset, which is publicly available to researchers, was created to overcome limitations within existing datasets, such as occlusions, lacking trait availability, and the requirement of first running clothing/person parsing techniques which can introduce other errors due to poor segmentation. Incorporation of this extra trait (clothing texture) in semantic search provides greater utility in a surveillance framework as existing approaches have predominantly concentrated on clothing colour alone.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the prior work related to this task; Section 3 outlines the proposed approach, including feature mapping, classification and use of DST for fusion; Section 4 describes the experimental setup and results are outlined in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

2. Background and related work

Soft biometrics as a concept has existed since Bertillon [3] considered a method for criminal identification in the late 19th century. His work persists today in the form of criminal "mug shots". After being largely superseded by traditional biometrics due to their limitations, lacking permanence and discriminatory ability [15,6]; they have recently found renewed interest in computer vision research.

Jain et al. [15] re-introduced soft biometrics to offset traditional biometrics due to the ease in which they could be extracted (i.e. eye colour with retina scan). Categorising body measurements into semantically describable groups, the work by Samangooei et al. [26] began to outline their strength in multimodal forms. In this short period of time, soft biometrics have gained much traction in the research community where they are showing promise in various areas including: fashion parsing [32], content based image retrieval [16], surveillance [8], shopping applications [20], simplistic replication of human verbal descriptions of images [18], and recently as an image labeling tool for surveillance with a deep neural network (DNN) [24].

From a security standpoint, closing the “semantic gap” is an essential step towards creating usable and accurate soft biometric localisation techniques. To this goal, Reid et al. [25] outlined the challenges associated with the subjective manner by which humans identify and describe soft biometric traits, and the link to associated computer vision trait extraction procedures. This concept is directly transferable to a surveillance framework and the requirement of sufficient and effective novel traits, to create a distinct target signature. However, as seen in law enforcement practices such as the offender description forms, description options may be limited in depth to aid in closing the semantic gap.

From a computer vision and surveillance context, person re-identification [7,10,6,1] and person search (semantic/attribute search) [29,12,9,11] are two distinct methods of locating a subject of interest from (one or more) soft biometric traits. Reid et al. [25] outlined the differences between these similar techniques: re-identification directly interrogates a supplied image for feature extraction, while semantic search obtains the trait values through verbal or textual descriptions (i.e. no direct image interrogation).

2.1. Semantic search

The search for an individual of interest without the use of direct scene interrogation for soft biometric signature construction can be considered a constrained form of scene labelling. From an extensive list of possible traits, Samangooei et al. [26] declared that age and gender are two of the most easily identified and described traits by human witnesses. Extraction of the required information for accurate classification of these traits in low resolution images (Fig. 1 (a-c)) can be a difficult proposition. By dominating the outward appearance of a subject, clothing is also a trait which is commonly identifiable and simpistically relayed between operators with relative invariance to image resolution (see Fig. 1).

Early semantic search approaches [29,23] used simple colour descriptors for regions such as the torso and legs; while Vaquero et al. [29] also combined these with facial features. Creating a
probabilistic search technique for locating individuals of interest, Thornton et al. [28] proposed the use of clothing attributes (categorised colour) and luggage, where the clothing area is extracted using a moving pedestrian algorithm and image chips. Using heuristically segmented regions of interest Halstead et al. [12] calculate the dominant colour (using culture colours [2]) in torso and leg region using GMMs, and allow for different clothing types in the leg region by using asymmetry driven methods adapted from Farenzena et al. [10] to detect clothing bounds. Improving on this, Denman et al. [9] introduced a channel based approach to attribute detection, that used learned appearance templates for each trait to build a searchable query.

Satta et al. [27] blurred the lines between re-identification and textual search by using model based learning and dissimilarity-based appearance descriptors in a re-identification framework. Primarily utilising facial tracking and soft biometric facial features, Feris et al. [11] show promise across various datasets for detecting subjects of interest using semantically describable queries. Torso and leg regions were segmented using bounded regions guided by the face detection and can detect 13 different colours, providing ranked outputs using similarity. Interestingly they proved their search framework on a “real world” application, the unfortunate Boston Marathon Bombing event.

Generally using segmented bounding boxes, convolutional neural network (CNN) based techniques such as Zhu et al. [34] have outlined the benefits of using a single trained classifier to detect multiple soft biometric traits such as clothing and gender. However, one of the benefits of individual soft biometric traits is that they remain computationally inexpensive. The advantage of this is that traits can potentially be added to existing techniques in a modular fashion. For instance, the addition of gender or age traits using temporal sequencing and Gabor filters [13]. Where existing techniques classify clothing colour, clothing texture could be incorporated by exploiting existing approaches in alternate fields such as those outlined by Yang et al. [33] for assisted vision, or correlation filters [30] used in face recognition.

However, for all of the advancement in semantic person search techniques many limitations persist, including the heuristic measures of obtaining the bounded regions by which the traits are calculated, and the basic fusion techniques used to produce the final similarity calculations. Finally, in all of these techniques one major limitation is witnessed, and that is the lack of measured traits, providing a limited soft biometric signature to match against.

One solution to heuristically obtaining bounded regions is the use of clothing detection and parsing. Detecting clothing and clothing styles from images is an important component of a fully operational person search technique using attribute based detection. With accurate clothing detection not only is the clothing type itself able to be included in the search modalities, but more accurate detection of the clothing minutia is possible, such as colour and texture.

An early technique to parse clothing, in a fashion sense, was that of Yamaguchi et al. [31], where they were able to parse high resolution fashion images into 53 clothing labels. The garments were parsed using conditional random fields, exploiting the relationship between clothing (and super-pixels) and body pose. To improve the performance of fashion parsing Yamaguchi et al. [32] introduced a retrieval based approach using templates that fit the clothing attributes. Their approach combined pre-trained global clothing models, local clothing models learned dynamically, and transferred parse-masks. To parse the image, similar to their earlier approach, they rely on an estimated pose mask of the subject with features extracted around each point. Tag prediction is based on K-nearest neighbours with a KD-tree to index samples, and iterative label smoothing to produce the final parsed results.

Also relying on pose, Chen et al. [5] proposed a novel clothing attribute detector that uses images with people in unconstrained settings. Features including SIFT, maximum response filter, CieLab colour information, and skin probabilities which are extracted based on the detected pose. SVM classification is used with conditional random fields to parse twenty-three binary attributes and three multi-class attributes.

Using a deep CNN, Liang et al. [19] proposed a contextualised CNN which produced pixelwise attribute labels in an end to end fashion. Their proposed network comprised five main components: local-global–local, global image-level content, semantic edge content, local superpixel content, and attribute output. Their technique was able to predict the presence of eighteen attributes, output on a full resolution image containing the pixelwise annotation.

In each of the above mentioned techniques one major issue arises when applied to low resolution surveillance imagery, they are all trained and evaluated on high resolution fashion style images. While techniques do mention the ability to perform “across domain” this does not extend to the very low resolution surveillance domain. For person search in surveillance settings, techniques that are able to perform in lower resolution are required.

One technique which aimed to reduce this problem was the deep decompositional network described by Luo et al. [21]. This approach reduced the fashion based problem down to a coarse parsing problem where semantic regions including: hair, head, torso, legs, and arms. Based on a HOG representation of the pedestrian image, they create the parsed representation using three network components: occlusion estimation, completion, and decomposition layers. The network then produces a set of masks that segment the image into the desired regions.

Clothing parsing has progressed significantly in a short period of time and shows promising results. While techniques exist to parse a low resolution image, in general techniques have concentrated on high resolution images to reduce image noise due to the reliance on fine grained details to ascertain the appropriate class.

Unfortunately these techniques are still erroneous when segmenting images which introduces further noise to a surveillance image. While potentially not being as severe as errors introduced by heuristic or static bounded regions, these errors in segmentation can be detrimental to the performance of subsequent processes (i.e. colour detection in a region).

3. Approach

In this section we outline a probabilistic framework to locate subjects of interest in surveillance imagery. Fig. 2 represents the pipeline used in the semantic search of target subjects resulting in their similarity to a supplied target query.

In Section 3.1, the generation of a target query is composed from cues that capture semantically describable clothing attributes: colour, and pattern. The process for clothing attribute recognition into the semantic traits is outlined in Section 3.2. Finally, the use of DST for the fusion of features and traits is outlined in Section 3.3.

3.1. Query generation

Regardless of camera resolution, clothing dominates the outward human appearance and as such clothing traits will comprise the target query. The colour and texture queries for both the leg and torso regions are selected from the descriptors outlined in Table 1.
Selected colours are taken from the culture colours of Berlin and Kay [2], and shown in Table 1. For texture we use 8 textures that we believe best encompass the majority of available clothing textures, while also expanding on the textures used by Yang et al. [3].

### 3.2. Attribute classification

The attribute classification component probabilistically matches a region of interest (ROI) to the clothing cues described in Section 3.1. For classification of the texture snippets, the entire snippet is considered the ROI as no occlusions or deformities are present in the dataset.

To classify pedestrians in surveillance footage the masks designating the ROI are more complex. These masks need to allow for both the dynamic nature of pedestrians and the body component to be classified (i.e. torso and leg region). The query based classification technique undertaken here helps to constrain this problem.

While there exist techniques to automatically segment masks for clothing attributes in both high and low resolution settings, all of these introduce additional errors into the pipeline. These can be associated with incorrect pixel labels which can act to reduce the performance of the attribute classifiers. Similarly, the expansive nature of the attributes being segmented with existing parsing techniques are unnecessary for this task. The attribute classification component here only relies on the presence of the torso clothing mask and leg clothing mask as holistic components, in this evaluation we do not require that the torso region be broken down into multiple articles of clothing (i.e. shirt, vest, jacket).

To ensure that the attribute classifiers themselves are being evaluated without possible biases caused by a parsing technique, all the pedestrians in the dataset are hand segmented into pixel-wise masks. An example of these masks is shown in Fig. 8 where we only consider the torso clothing an leg clothing masks. When annotating a region of clothing, if there are multiple items of clothing within the region, all articles were combined into one such that an open jacket with a shirt underneath becomes a single mask component.

#### 3.2.1. Colour attribute

Colour classification uses 11 colours (see Table 1), modelled using GMMs trained on ancillary colour data supplied in Halstead et al. [12]. We train our GMMs in the CIElab colour space using the expectation maximisation algorithm and a maximum of 3 mixtures selected using the Bayesian information criterion, as it provided the most consistent results when compared against the colour snippets reserved for testing.

The similarity score for the ROI for the selected colour, $c_i$, of the $i_{th}$ trait is,

$$ S_i = \frac{\sum_{j \in \text{ROI}} G_i(j) \cdot \text{ROI}}{\text{ROI}} $$

where $S$ is the similarity score of the current target image ($I$) over the ROI. The probability map, $G_i$, is scaled from the sum of all densities in the GMMs, normalised to 1 such that,

$$ G_i = \frac{\text{GMM}_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{C} \text{GMM}_j} $$

where $C$ is the total number of colour GMM’s (11).

#### 3.2.2. Texture attribute

The texture component comprises a three phase classification process (see Fig. 3), with the initial probabilistic classification being performed by an ensemble of SVMs. Using the extended texture dataset outlined in Section 4.1 we train our SVMs using libsvm [4] with a radial basis function for feature mapping. We use 5-fold cross validation, with parameter selection ($C$ and $\gamma$) completed using an exponential grid methodology between the ranges $[-40, 40]$, with probability mapping enabled. The training of our SVMs differs from Yang et al. [33], where they use a single SVM.
with all features concatenated into a single vector. In our novel technique we compute a SVM for each feature, creating an ensemble of classifiers. This ensemble methodology is adopted to provide discriminatory ability against the individual features performance in the DST classifiers.

The Radon transform (RT) signature (the variance of the RT) provides global rotational features based on the Sobel edge profile. Similarly providing global features, statistical measures including the variance (Var), energy (Ene), uniformity (Uni), and entropy (Ent) are calculated in each of the wavelet transform sub-bands (wavelet subband statistics - WSS), creating $16 \times L$ features where $L$ is the depth of the sub bands. Yang et al. [33] provides an in depth look into the RT and WSS, and the same approach is adopted here.

SIFT and LBP are used to capture local properties. SIFT extraction follows Yang et al. [33] where a densely sampled SIFT descriptor is fed to a bag-of-words (BOW) classifier, reducing dimensionality. To emphasise more discriminative words, we weight the BOW output with a term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) methodology. In all evaluations we use 100 words in our BOW classifier, and perform $L2$-normalisation on the resulting feature vector. For the local binary pattern (LBP) of the texture snippet, the cell size is set to the size of the image snippet itself, producing a histogram of the local textures. Computing the quantized LBP of the image snippet produces a feature vector of length 58.

We train a multi-class SVM for each feature descriptor (see Fig. 3). Each SVM is trained with a mapped probability output and the cross validation accuracy is retained to provide classifier accuracy based on the supplied training data.

Finally, we create the DST classifiers (see Fig. 3). Following common DST notation, we define our frame of discernment (sample space), $\Theta$, as a set of mutually exclusive hypotheses,

$$\Theta = \{Gn, Im\},$$

where $Gn$ (genuine) is the desired class probability from the SVM, $Im$ (imposter) is the summed probability of the remaining classes for each of the independent features ($f$),

$$Gn = \text{SVM}_f(T),$$

$$Im = \sum_{t \neq f} \text{SVM}_f(t),$$

and $T$ is the desired texture. The power set ($2^\Theta$) is then used to map all possible combinations of $\Theta$ and the empty set ($\emptyset$),

$$2^\Theta = \{\emptyset, Gn, Im, \Theta\},$$

defining the inclusion of the frame of discernment ($\Theta$) in $2^\Theta$. $\Theta$ can be thought of as a subjective term that maps the uncertainty within the classifier itself. The strength of DST is the ability to measure uncertainty within the data.

Next, the mapping of the entire power set is required, where degrees of belief, $m(A_i) : [0, 1]$, are assigned by a Basic Assignment Function such that,

$$\sum_{A_i \subseteq 2^\Theta} m(A_i) = 1,$$

$$m(\emptyset) = 0,$$

ensuring the power set sums to one. It can be seen that as the uncertainty ($\Theta$) decreases to zero, DST reverts to Bayesin probability theory. One of DST’s strengths is the assignment of the measure of belief, denoted $\text{bel}(A_i)$; and the measure of plausibility, denoted as $\text{pl}(A_i)$, where $\text{bel}(A_i) \leq \text{pl}(A_i)$, further illustrated in Fig. 4. The belief of $A_i$ is the sum of the basic assignment functions of all subsets of $A_i$ (in our case $Gn$ and $Im$ maintain their values),

$$\text{bel}(A_i) = \sum_{B \subseteq A_i} m(B),$$

Fig. 3. The Texture classifier comprises 3 layers. An image has features extracted using the Radon transform, Wavelet sub-band statistics, dense SIFT descriptor, and local binary pattern. During training features are used to train individual SVMs, while during evaluation the features are fed to the SVMs for probabilistic classification. The independent SVM results are fed forward to individual DST classifiers, and the cross validation accuracy of each SVM is used as an input to the DST classifiers. The final stage uses the DST method of independent combination to fuse the outputs producing a final similarity score.

Fig. 4. Dempster-Shafer mapping of the full sample space, including the uncertainty effect on belief and plausibility [17].
where $B$ represents each of the subsets of $A$. The measure of plausibility is calculated similarly using either of,

$$p(A_i) = \sum (m(B) \cap A_i) = 1 - \sum \text{bel}(\bar{A}_i). \quad (10)$$

This benefit of DST also presents one of its major challenges: the creation of the uncertainty term, and assigning values to the Basic Assignment Function. This assignment can prove challenging in computer vision problems, and Nguyen et al. [22] outline some of the problems witnessed in other applications of DST including situations where the uncertainty is set to zero, or the uncertainty is set to $lm$, with $lm$ becoming 0.

To calculate our uncertainty term we exponentially scale a ratio of the SVM output, which is then further scaled by the SVM classifiers cross validation accuracy ($CV$). A ratio ($R$) is calculated as the ratio of the two highest probability scores from the current SVM regardless of class, providing a metric on the distinctiveness of classification in the current feature’s SVM. Then exponential weighting is calculated,

$$\bar{U} = e^{\tau \cdot R}, \quad (11)$$

where $\tau$ is a weighting factor. For the evaluation of the texture classifier we linearly normalise $\bar{U}$ into the range $[0, 1]$, while in our localisation system we attempt to maintain a higher value of uncertainty by removing this normalisation. We then further weight the uncertainty using the cross validation accuracy,

$$U = (1 - CV) \times \bar{U}, \quad (12)$$

creating an uncertainty value that incorporates the distinctiveness of classification ($R$) and the validity of the model ($CV$). This discriminates against poor classifiers, allowing more dominant classifiers to maintain high scores. Finally, prior to DST calculation we perform $L1$–normalisation of the genuine, imposter and uncertainty components, such that,

$$U + Gn + Im = 1. \quad (13)$$

From Eq. (13), it can be seen how normalised or unnormalised uncertainty values will impact the masses of $Gn$ and $Im$. Weighting with higher values of $\tau$ without subsequent normalisation between $[0, 1]$, and depending on the initial value of $R$, we would expect that the final values for the $Gn$ and $Im$ to be scaled to a smaller value. However, this gives way to the plausibility of the DST classifier to return greater values.

3.3. Fusion

Fusion is required at both a trait and system level, and at all levels we assume complete trait and classifier independence. In instances where the trait has multiple annotations attached, specifically during colour classification in the person search evaluation, a method of fusing the independent scores together is required. Using Fig. 4 as a reference, we perform trait level fusion of multiple attached annotations in the following manner,

$$A_{\text{doubt}} = \prod_{m=1}^{M} B_{\text{doubt}}(m),$$
$$A_{\text{disbelief}} = \prod_{m=1}^{M} B_{\text{disbelief}}(m),$$
$$A_{\text{uncertainty}} = A_{\text{doubt}} - A_{\text{disbelief}}, \quad (16)$$

where $A$ is the fused DST classifier, and $M$ is the number of DST classifiers, $B$, to be fused. Calculating the disbelief and doubt in this manner reduces their overall impact on the new classifier, increasing the expected values for belief and plausibility (as expected when fusing two accurate classifiers).

In both the texture classification and person localisation there is a requirement for accurate DST fusion: at feature level (RTSig, WSS, SIFT, LBP) for the texture descriptor; and at trait level (torso colour, torso texture, leg colour, leg texture) fusion for the localisation. In each of these the assumption of independence allows the use of the DST Independent Method of Combination, defined as,

$$K = 1 - \sum (m(A_i) \cap A_i = \emptyset) \times (m(B_j) \cap B_j = \emptyset), \quad (17)$$

$$m(C_i) = \frac{\sum m(A_i) \cap A_i = \emptyset \times m(B_j) | A_i \cap B_j \neq \emptyset)}{K}, \quad (18)$$

where the new DST classifier $C$, is created from existing DST classifiers, $A$ and $B$. This rule derives the Basic Assignments of the new variable by calculating the sum of the accumulated evidence in $A_i$ and $B_j$ and dividing by the sum of the conflict. At the feature level this creates a final DST classifier that incorporates the information of each of the 4 features. The trait level fusion incorporates information from all of the traits creating a final DST classifier, producing a final similarity belief (i.e. how similar the image is to the query).

4. Experimental setup

Two evaluations are contained in this paper: firstly, the proposed texture classification technique is compared to the state-of-the-art; and secondly, a person search framework evaluated to illustrate the performance of the texture and colour classifiers in a surveillance setting. The texture and person search datasets used in these experiments are outlined in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively; and experiment details and parameters are given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 for the texture classification and person search tasks respectively.

4.1. Texture dataset

We recast and extend the clothing texture dataset of Yang et al. [33] to include the additional traits: diagonal plaid, spots, diagonal stripes, horizontal stripes, and vertical stripes; giving a more comprehensive and challenging dataset. All data was collected from the internet via manual search, and inter and outer class variations were included. An example of each trait, and the full breakdown of the dataset can be seen in Fig. 5.

Texture evaluation is performed across two versions of the dataset: at the original resolution ($140 \times 140$ pixels) and at $25 \times 25$ pixel resolution. Use of the original resolution allows a comparison to Yang et al. [33], while the lower resolution snippets better reflect a surveillance environment. Four examples of the high and low resolution snippets are shown in Fig. 6, outlining the extra challenge expected from the lower resolution task.

4.2. Person search dataset

For the evaluation of our novel person search technique a newly developed dataset was required due to a number of factors including: the need for robust pixelwise annotation of subject appearance; avoidance of occlusion due to clothing and/or luggage; and a descriptive annotation of the clothing colour and texture for each subject. This dataset contains 520 subjects (examples shown in Fig. 7) collected in a surveillance setting, with varied lighting and resolution. In addition to the clothing attribute traits, the gender (male or female), pose (front on, rear, 45°, and 90° to the camera), and clothing type (long or short) for the torso and leg regions are annotated.\footnote{Data is publicly available on request from the authors.}
For each article of clothing, the subject is annotated for a single texture based on those outlined in Section 3.1. Due to the inherent nature of some textures multiple colours are visible, to allow for this a maximum of three colours were annotated in each of the leg and torso regions. Finally, each subject is pixelwise annotated for the following regions: torso clothing, leg clothing, hair, shoes, luggage, arm skin, leg skin, facial skin. An example of a parsed subject with their respective binary masks is shown in Fig. 8. For the person search evaluation in this paper only the torso clothing and leg clothing regions are utilised. These masks were used to avoid introducing errors associated with automatic parsing techniques, and to better reflect the overall performance of the proposed approach.

4.3. Texture evaluation setup

The texture evaluation is performed across both high and low resolution snippets. To extract the information for the RT, the rotational properties of the transform are performed over the range: $\delta = \left[ 0, \frac{\pi}{C_2}, \pi \right]$. These values of $\delta$ were selected to provide global rotational properties without saturating the information being extracted. The Sobel operator component of the RT requires a threshold for edge detection, and this is set to one half of the signal to noise ratio of each individual snippet. This threshold best

Fig. 5. An example of each of the 8 classes contained in the texture dataset, expanded from that of Yang et al. [33], and available upon request. (a) irregular pattern (156 in dataset), this class also includes all forms of logos, (b) patternless or plain (156 in dataset), (c) spots (156 in dataset), (d) plaid or check (159 in dataset), (e) diagonal plaid or check (157 in dataset), (f) horizontal stripes (154 in dataset), (g) vertical stripes (154 in dataset), and (h) diagonal stripes (154 in dataset). Note also the other variations within the data including the crease in (c) and the differing width of the stripes in (d)-(g).

Fig. 6. Comparison examples between the two resolution types: (a) to (d) show high resolution for irregular, spots, horizontal stripes, and plaid. (e) to (h) show the corresponding patches in low resolution.

Fig. 7. Examples of four subjects from the newly created database. (a) Male wearing a short sleeve plain green top and short plain grey pants. (b) Female wearing a short sleeve plain black top and short plain white pants. (c) Male wearing a long sleeve plain grey top with long plain black pants. (d) Male wearing a short sleeve horizontal striped grey, blue, and white shirt with short plain brown pants. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

For each article of clothing, the subject is annotated for a single texture based on those outlined in Section 3.1. Due to the inherent nature of some textures multiple colours are visible, to allow for

Fig. 8. An example of one of the subjects broken down into their binary masks. (a) The original image, (b) an example of the person parsed into regions, (c) represents the binary mask of the hair, (d) represents the binary mask of the leg clothing, (e) represents the binary mask of the luggage, (f) represents the binary mask of the shoes, (g) represents the binary mask of the skin in the arms region, (h) represents the binary mask of the skin in the head region, (i) represents the binary mask of the skin in the leg region, (j) represents the binary mask of the torso clothing.
reflected the results seen in Yang et al. [33], which were determined after empirical evaluation.

The WSS are constructed from a standard Haar wavelet transform, with a depth of \( L = 3 \) for both resolutions, similar to Yang et al. [33].

The SIFT descriptor varies between the high and low resolution domains. For the high resolution snippets the descriptor uses spatial resolutions of 4, 8, and 16, while at low resolution spatial resolutions of 2, 3, 4 are used. The disparity is due to the resolution of the image snippets, and the need to maintain SIFT as a local information extractor.

LBP requires no changes between the different resolutions. For both, the LBP is extracted in a \( 3 \times 3 \) neighbourhood and then aggregated into a histogram based on the size of the current snippet, creating a histogram based on 58 uniformly quantized patterns.

Fig. 9. Comparison between Yang et al. [33] and the proposed technique using the full range of descriptors: RT, WSS, SIFT, and LBP, as an ensemble of classifiers. Evaluation is computed over three SIFT resolution sizes (4, 8, and 16), and evaluated on the high resolution (140 × 140 pixels) image snippets.

Fig. 10. Comparison between Yang et al. [33] and the proposed technique using the full range of descriptors: RT, WSS, SIFT, and LBP, as an ensemble of classifiers. Evaluation is computed over three SIFT resolution sizes (2, 3, and 4), and evaluated on the low resolution (25 × 25 pixels) image snippets.
Finally, to set up the DST classifiers in the texture classification framework, the accurate construction of the uncertainty term is critical to system performance. The primary parameter to be set is the weighting component $\tau$. For both resolutions $\tau$ is set to 1.

Evaluation of the clothing texture classifier is completed in a similar manner to Yang et al. [33]: the training and testing split is computed over a range of training percentages, starting at 10% training data and increasing in 5% increments to 80%, creating 15 splits per resolution. At each split we create 50 random allocations of the image snippets to the training and testing sets. Presented results are an average measure of recognition accuracy over the entire training/testing set.

4.4. Person search evaluation setup

To calculate texture features for person localisation we need to allow for non-uniform ROIs obtained for the torso and leg clothing (this is of less concern for colour as it can be classified pixelwise). For texture, models are trained using all low resolution snippets. Each snippet contains 625 pixels, creating separation from the person search dataset as ROIs are distorted due to factors including pose and occlusion. To compensate, image patches are extracted based on the boundaries of the binary mask. Patches are padded with zeros to obtain a square patch of minimum size ($25 \times 25$). Finally, the patch is resized such that the foreground pixels in the binary mask are approximately equivalent to the number of pixels in the texture snippets (i.e. $\approx 625$ pixels).

Allowances are also made for individual features in this setting. RGB images are filtered using the mask, such that background pixels in the mask are set to the background value in the RGB image. This is problematic for the RT due to its’ usage of the Sobel operator: the Sobel operator will detect an edge profile on the border of the foreground and background. As such, once the edge map is calculated we perform edge suppression between the foreground and background.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 11.** Recognition accuracy comparison of the various permutations of the modalities as well as the fully proposed technique, the SIFT descriptor is evaluated with a spatial resolution of two and the WSS with a depth of three. From approximate weakest to strongest: RT and WSS; SIFT and RT; SIFT and WSS; SIFT, RT, and WSS; LBP and WSS; LBP and RT; SIFT and LBP; SIFT, LBP, and RT; LBP, RT, and WSS; SIFT, LBP, and WSS; proposed technique.
background, allowing the edge profile to be utilised with the RT component outlined in Section 3.2. The WSS also requires statistical allowances to ensure the obtained values maintain viability. We calculate the probability mass function over only the specified ROI (designated by the binary mask), such that the mean of the sub-band is calculated as:

$$
\mu = \sum_{i=0}^{I-1} x_i \times P_{ROI}(x_i).$$

Both the densely sampled SIFT and LBP use the binary mask to aggregate features at valid locations. For both, if any of pixels in the current neighbourhood are background the neighbourhood is ignored. Extraction then proceeds as outlined in Section 3.2.

The final component of the person search is creating the DST classifiers for colour and texture. In Section 3.2 we outlined the general approach to uncertainty calculation. For colour classification, the exponential weighting with general approach to uncertainty calculation. For colour classifica-

tion was required to accurately model the subjectivity within the data. For the classification of texture and the subsequent calculation of uncertainty the exponential weighting is employed. \(\tau\) was set to 10 to provide higher values of uncertainty within the data due to disparity in the classification distinctiveness.

To evaluate the person search approach, two different evaluation techniques are used. Initially, performance is evaluated using direct and independent comparisons of each subject’s similarity to their personal target query. To produce the final similarity score, both the belief and plausibility components of the fused DST classifier are extracted. The belief information of a subject contains only the knowledge that directly matches the target subject to the query. Alternatively, the plausibility score has the benefit of including any overall uncertainty attached to the DST classifier. The second method emulates an surveillance identification task, where there is a single target query to be matched against a corpus. The set of target queries is limited to unique queries only, avoiding multiple evaluations on the same query. Each query is compared to the corpus to calculate a ranked output of the subjects that match. In each evaluations only fully annotated subjects are considered (at least one colour in the torso and leg region, and texture in each region). Omiting subjects with only partial annotation, we have a total of 509 out of 520 subjects available.

5. Results

The system evaluation is completed in two distinct parts, first we evaluate our novel texture classifier on the newly expanded texture dataset described in Section 4.1 and the parameters outlined in Section 4.3. The second evaluates the novel texture classifier and a colour classifier in a person search setting, using the dataset outlined in Section 4.2 and the parameter selection described in Section 4.4.

5.1. Texture evaluation

We evaluate our novel texture classifier on both full and low resolution image snippets. The full resolution \((140 \times 140\) pixels) allows a direct comparison to the state-of-the-art Yang et al. [33]. As shown in Fig. 9, at a SIFT spatial resolution of 4, we are able to achieve a recognition accuracy of 89.07% compared to 87.27% for Yang et al. [33]. As can be seen, lower spatial resolutions of the dense SIFT descriptor offer superior performance due, in part, to the ability to provide a richer description of the local texture.

In Fig. 10 we compare the low resolution snippets performance to Yang et al. [33]. Once again we see the benefit of lower spatial resolutions of the SIFT classifier, providing a richer texture representation. At a training split of 80% we are able to outperform the state-of-the-art by 1.4% \((84.75\% \text{ to } 83.36\%\) at a SIFT spatial resolution of 2.

Finally, the texture classifier was evaluated across all the possible permutations of the modalities using the lower resolution snippets. This evaluation stands as proof that the proposed technique requires all four modalities for optimal performance. From Fig. 11, while a number of the modes in combination compare favourably with the full technique, the complete combination of the RT signature, WSS, LBP, and SIFT descriptors are best able to classify the texture snippets at low resolution.

5.2. Person search evaluation

Performance of the proposed person search technique is evaluated using the techniques outlined in Section 4.4. In these evaluations there is no subject enrollment, as seen in person re-identification techniques, meaning that attribute classification requires the global models described in Section 3.2.

![Fig. 12. Similarity histogram of the query to subject evaluation, where the red line indicates the mean similarity. (a) Outlines the belief of the Dempster-Shafer theory classifier with a mean similarity of 0.270, and (b) displays the plausibility of the Dempster-Shafer theory classifier with a mean similarity of 0.332.](image-url)
The first evaluation, subject to query, calculates the fused similarity score based on the torso clothing colour and texture, and the leg clothing colour and texture. The similarity metrics are based on the output from the fused DST classifier for each of the belief and plausibility properties. System performance for the subject to query is displayed in Fig. 12.

The results are displayed as a histogram of the similarity scores of both the “belief” and “plausibility” measures to their respective queries. Investigating the performance under this metric outlines the strength of the plausibility as a similarity metric. A mean similarity score of 0.332 is achieved for the plausibility, compared to 0.270 for the belief, outlining that we achieve higher similarities between the subject and their query when using plausibility. This gain due to the larger value of \( \tau \) being used without linear normalisation, creating larger values of uncertainty. As outlined in Section 3.2, higher values of uncertainty result in the scaling of the genuine and imposter variables, however, the plausibility remains unchanged due to its inherent use of the uncertainty component.

Many techniques, including traditional biometrics, may require definitive matching to a target query, and these results illustrate strengths of DST in this field. In a surveillance person search situation the plausibility contains the added benefit of incorporating

![Fig. 13. Ranked performance of the subject location technique in a query to corpus setting, with a cumulative plot (red). (a) Outlines the performance of this technique as a measure of the ranked performance using the belief score from the DST classifier. (b) Outlines the performance of this technique as a measure of the ranked performance using the plausibility score from the DST classifier. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
all uncertainty contained within the query, trait, and classifier itself. Utilising this property provides a higher chance of detecting the desired target subject within the current scene.

However in surveillance and security situations it is rare that a target query would be compared to only a single subject. In such situations it is more likely that hundreds of potential matches will be compared to. The ranked performance of our query to corpus metric is displayed in Fig. 13, where each unique query is compared to all subjects. Both the belief and plausibility scores from the DST classifier are investigated to ascertain the best performing metric. In Fig. 13 it appears that both scores display equivalent performance. This similarity is further evidenced when considering the cumulative sum over various locations: At rank 1 we achieve a belief of 0.022 and a plausibility of 0.018; rank 20 achieves a belief of 0.236 and plausibility of 0.238; and at rank 100 we achieve a belief of 0.583 and a plausibility of 0.530.

In contrast to the subject to query evaluation where the plausibility outperformed belief, here the incorporation of uncertainty fails to have the same positive impact on the overall performance. This could be due, in part, to the fact that subjects are all being weighted through the use of the uncertainty, negating its overall impact.

In this difficult domain the proposed methodology is still able to produce the majority of matches by rank 100 for both the plausibility and belief. This ability to narrow the search field has benefits in security and surveillance situations where a query is entered as a textual parameter and then the best matches are returned for operator review. Search and evaluation in this manner would provide operators at the scene with a much more manageable list of subjects to visually inspect when searching for the desired subject.

Fig. 14 shows four examples of matching different queries to the corpus. The top two rows outline successful searches, the bottom two show failures. Success requires a subject annotated with the correct query (outlined in green) be returned within the top four matches.

With three of the top four matches being correct, row one outlines a successful attempt. While the fourth subject is of similar appearance to the query, the subject must match the entire query for it to be correct. In row two a similar situation is presented, with many of the subjects being similar to the query where the green shirt dominates the results. In this case, while a single subject completely matches the query, other returned subjects have a partial (yet strong) match. Row three represents an example of colour confusion. The search parameters are a pink shirt and grey pants, and in this instance the red is confused with pink creating incorrect matches. Finally, in row four the target is a horizontal striped white and grey top with blue pants. Although this search fails, two of the subjects returned are wearing the correct texture, but with varying colours, indicating that while we fail to detect the correct subject it does utilise the texture trait correctly.

Figs. 13 and 14 show that while promising results are achieved, there are still considerable limitations. To investigate these, a deeper evaluation of the traits at a class level is performed. Fig. 15 shows the ranked output for each individual trait, allowing an evaluation of each independently.

From Fig. 15 it is clear that system is highly reliant on the colour in the torso and leg regions. The strength of the colour is most obvious when evaluating rank one performance of each of the traits. We see here that torso colour achieves a rank one performance of 57.8% as the top scoring trait, leg colour scores 45.9%, torso texture scores 28.8%, and as the leg texture is the least accurate with a rank one performance of only 17.4%.

Additionally, investigation into the distribution of the texture shows that both the torso and leg regions are predominantly labelled as ‘plain’, resulting in a disparity in the evaluation of the traits as their general lack in appearance equates to an inability to adequately evaluate the classifiers. While care was taken to ensure minimal occlusions through bags and multiple items of clothing, these factors still exist which account for some of the reduced performance across the colour and texture classification. We also found that when considering the SIFT and LBP components, the leg region obtained about 50% smaller neighbourhoods, primarily due to the pose of the legs compared to the centralised location of the torso.

While producing promising results in a low resolution surveillance setting, there are still some limitations in the person search technique, particularly with regards to texture. The state-of-the-art results on the texture snippets did not directly transfer to the person search domain, however, the use of DST for fusion was able to somewhat mitigate this and promising results were still obtained. The scaled uncertainty component associated with the clothing texture modalities created the ability to discriminate against these modes while allowing for stronger colour classification where appropriate. The higher resulting uncertainty of the texture classifier (due to higher values of $\tau$) proves the viability of DST as an intelligent fusion technique for soft biometric modalities.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a person search technique to match a textually supplied query to a target subject in imagery, using clothing colour and texture. For clothing colour, we train Gaussian mixture models (GMM) from colour snippets extracted from a surveillance setting. A novel texture model is trained using a suite of features (Radon transform signature, wavelet statistics, SIFT, LBP) and an ensemble of support vector machines (SVM), the output of which is fused using Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) to incorporate uncertainty.

As a pure texture classifier, evaluations were completed on an eight class database using images at the full resolution of $140 \times 140$ and a down sampled resolution of $25 \times 25$, representing what would be expected in a low resolution surveillance situation. Results at the lower resolution showed an improvement of 1.4% over a baseline approach, with the proposed approach scoring a recognition accuracy of 84.75% and the baseline scoring 83.36%. The texture descriptor was also evaluated as part of a person search technique using a newly created and fully annotated surveillance database, which is publicly available to researchers, allowing direct evaluation of the colour and texture classifiers without the problems caused by parsing or other pre-processing errors.

We evaluated the person search technique by attempting to retrieve matches to a query from the entire corpus. In this paper we utilised hand segmented surveillance images to reduce errors associated with automated semantic segmentation techniques. This evaluation showed, that while limitations exist, our ability to match to a target query using just two soft biometric descriptors was promising. In this metric we demonstrate that at rank 100 (out of 520) we were able to produce 58.3% chance of detecting the desired subject. Investigation into the matching power of the individual traits reveals a heavy reliance on colour, as the individual texture performance in a person search setting was less than optimal. In part this is due to the imbalanced nature of the data and the inconsistent nature of the patches, however encouraging results are still obtained.

The evaluation of the full system and individual trait performance also outlines the strength of DST as a method of fusion. The ability to weight traits based on their uncertainty allowed the system to achieve promising results for person location. Similarly, the strengths of DST would allow for the modular addition of further traits, potentially providing stronger soft biometric signatures, and ultimately better localisation.
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